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I never think about pink elephants, except if someone tells me not to think about pink elephants, 
then I can’t get them out of my head. As a child any talk of heaven or paradise held no appeal for 
me, I thought everyone would be bored to death there. The Garden of Eden might be okay for a 
day or two, but then I would want to get kicked out. Sure, naming all the animals sounds like 
fun, but you’d be done in a long afternoon.

So why does God create a tree for the knowledge of good and evil, and create Adam and Eve 
innocent of such knowledge, and then tell them not to eat its fruit.  After all they can’t understand 
good and evil until after they eat of its fruit. This is a metaphysical set-up if there ever was one. I 
think the snake did Adam and Eve a favor.  The snake helps them to grow up, get out of this 
boring garden of childlike innocence, and enjoy the world of work, play, sex, kids, and 
becoming, all of which are the essence of human life and the nature of our world. 

The first chapter of Genesis describes the creation of the world and says: “God saw everything 
that God made, and indeed, it was good.”

God’s original goodness is often lost in the American Christianity story. The first 50 chapters 
describe how human beings, initially in the person of Adam and Eve, respond to, and also 
independently of, God’s creative energy. Then a second story line begins in the third chapter, 
where the serpent tempts Eve, who in turn tempts Adam, to make their own choices. This one act 
is the genesis of what is called original sin and divine punishment. This story of sin ignores 
original goodness, so ever since two Christian traditions have existed side by side: the first one 
of original goodness, and a second story of original sin and redemption. 
 
Now, which story we choose makes a big difference. Jewish, Christian and Muslim theologians 
almost always start with the book of Genesis in defining humanity’s relationship to the Divine 
Mystery. The name Eden literally means bliss, so to Jewish theologians paradise is the Garden of 
Bliss, as in a whole, unbroken, direct connection with God. Restoring paradise for a Jewish 
scholar requires Tikkun Olam, healing the brokenness of the world. This becomes the central 
preoccupation of Jewish mystics.

For Christian theologians this is the great dividing point: if all humanity are implicated in Eve’s 
sin, then Jesus Christ is required to redeem fallen humanity.  However, if everything God created 
is good, then human beings can reunite with the Divine Mystery through prayer and meditation, 
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and like Jesus can come to enjoy a direct relationship with the Divine Mystery so powerful that 
mystics can even call him Dad.  Muslims have gone yet a third way by suggesting that giving 
your life for Islam, total surrender, is the key to re-entry to paradise at death.    
  
Matthew Fox, a Dominican scholar and advocate of creation spirituality, traces this Christian 
tradition through St. Benedict, the founder of Christian monasticism, Francis of Assisi, St. 
Thomas Aquinas, and the humanist Erasmus, as well as direct experiences of the Divine recorded 
by Hildegarde of Bingen, Meister Eckart, Julian of Norwich, and Teresa of Avila.

Creation spirituality is a long and deep stream in Christianity, and Unitarians and Universalists, 
as heretics for emphasizing people’s rights to choose, have generally been supporters and 
advocates for original goodness in all its manifestations. Augustine of Hippo, a Roman citizen 
living in the 4th century, was a Christian Bishop and a Roman philosopher who felt himself to be 
a sinner, and so introduced original sin to reconcile Christian teachings with Roman philosophy.  
His idea of Adam’s and Eve’s original sin, requiring God to kill his only son, was adopted by the 
Roman Catholic Church at the Council of Orange in the sixth century, when it was Roman 
Christianity, and has been held by a large portion of western Christianity, but never all, ever 
since.

Do we worship a God who stands outside us, judging us, who feels we are such wretched sinners 
that we cannot do what is good on our own?  This would be the essence of original sin.  You 
can’t grow up in America without hearing about original sin and our need for redemption.  “Have 
you been saved?” or “Have you accepted Jesus Christ as your only LORD and savior?”  These 
are questions our children and our grandchildren will be asked.  So what do UU’s really believe 
about original goodness? 

We go back to the original “just-so” stories. God made everything good, he preferred for Adam 
and Eve to remain innocents, but he gave them the choice of their own free will.  They chose to 
understand good and evil, even at the cost of great pain and suffering, for it is only then they 
came to know the joys of working, of parenting, and of being their own moral authority. When a 
millennium later humanity had made a mess of the world, so God was inclined to wipe out 
everything and start again, even then God relents and asks Noah’s family to build an Ark so that 
not everything will die.

Having seen the foolhardiness of expecting humans to behave, just because God told them to, the 
threat of God’s wrath is replaced by the promise of the rainbow: “I will never leave you again.  
Your people will be my people.  I will establish a covenant with you, and all of the living things 
which have survived, that as long as you remain in relationship with me I will love you and call 
you my people.”
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Genesis goes on to tell stories of how the family tree of those in relationship to God creates many 
different peoples through the faithfulness of Abraham and Sarah, through the conniving and 
struggles of Jacob that leads him to father the tribes of Israel, and the struggles of their offspring 
that brings them even to living in slavery in Egypt. This is not a story about how bad humanity is 
and why God’s only son has to be killed in order to redeem us. Instead we trust God’s grace and 
work toward our own redemption. 

Then why was Jesus dedicated as God’s anointed one, which is the meaning of the Greek word 
Christ? If they think about it at all, and many UUs don’t, UUs tend to look to Jesus’ teachings 
and parables as guidance from a great wisdom teacher, one who felt so close to God that he 
prayed to God as Papa or Daddy, and helped his followers and humanity understand what God 
requires of us, to become our best selves, as he said we are children of God, so we grow in the 
spirit until we too can become just that close to God.

Whether or not you find any blessings in the Biblical stories, whether or not we tend to favor 
Christianity on our spiritual journey, it is important that we and our children know these stories.  
Genesis says we can have a direct encounter with the divine mystery.  Jesus affirms that as well.  
The Apostle Paul says in the book of Acts: “It is in God that we live, and move, and have our 
being.”  

As all mystics have long affirmed from their own experience, God wants to be in loving 
relationship with us, whereby we are transformed. Meister Eckert said: “God created all things in 
such a way that they are not outside himself, as ignorant people falsely imagine. Rather, all 
creatures flow outward, but nonetheless remain within God.” Julian of Norwich said: “We are in 
God and God, whom we do not see, is in us.” Hildegarde of Bingen affirmed: “God hugs you.  
You are encircled by the mystery of God.”   

But we are reasonable 21st century Americans, how is this relevant to us? The great 20th century 
psychologist Carl Jung wrote there are two ways to lose your soul: one is to ignore your own 
deep intuition about what is good and healthy for you in becoming your best self, the other is to 
worship any God outside yourself.  

Unitarian Universalists tend to follow Jung in seeking to better hear and follow our own deep 
intuition about what is good and healthy for each of us individually in becoming our best and 
truest selves, and if we use the term God at all, and some of us do find it useful to do, we are 
speaking of that God which both creates all that is and is the ground of being, as well as that God 
who yearns to be in intimate relationship with us through our daily prayers, reflections and 
meditation. This is the God which creation spirituality craves to come to know better.  These are 
the stories that can help us along the journey to get there. I love you all dearly, whether or not 
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you read the Bible, whether or not you believe in God, we are one people, and we are good.  I 
love you as God loves you. Blessed be. Amen.          
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